A Pasquick® success story:
Refurbishment of a warehouse
floor in a supermarket
How Covestro Pasquick® coating technology allows tight project
deadlines to be met and enables a fast return to service.

Refurbishment of a warehouse floor in a supermarket
Supermarket consolidation has changed the retail sector in
Greece and beyond. Food retailers have become fewer and

bigger, aiming at higher shares of a smaller and more demand
ing consumer market. The domestic retailer My Market, which
started in the Athens region with only 66 stores, acquired the
SPAR-Veropoulos chain, and then needed to quickly rebrand
stores all over the country. Speed has become a crucial suc
cess factor in refurbishing existing stores as well as building
new stores in more lucrative locations.
Fast return to service

The warehouse serving the Zografou outlet was selected as

a pilot case. The coating of the existing concrete floor with a
total area of 250 m2 was suffering from insufficient adhesion

and impact resistance, resulting in delamination and dust.
Apart from easy-to-clean properties on a durable flooring

solution, the critical requirement was a fast return to service

because the supermarket needed to fully utilize its warehouse
during the opening hours from Monday morning to Saturday
evening.

On the basis of Pasquick® technology NEOTEX developed

and offered an integrative fast-curing system (primer, putty,

two coats), which was applied during the rest of the weekend,
enabling My Market to use the floor on Monday. “By using the

Object:

My Market warehouse

Area:

250m² concrete floor

Coating supplier:

NEOTEX S.A.

Coating system:

Primer

high-performance NEOTEX fast-curing coating system, the

Athens-Zografou

Putty

Two coats

technical management of My Market will also ensure smooth

(Neodur® Fast Track)

renovation processes with minimal construction site time for

future projects,” said Dalavagkas Dimitrios, Technical Manager,
My Market supermarket chain.
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The manner in which you use and the purpose to which you put and utilize our products, technical
assistance and information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including
any suggested formulations and recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative
that you test our products, technical assistance, information and recommendations to determine to
your own satisfaction whether our products, technical assistance and information are suitable for your
intended uses and applications. This application-specific analysis must at least include testing to
determine suitability from a technical as well as health, safety, and environmental standpoint. Such
testing has not necessarily been done by Covestro. Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products
are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our standard conditions of sale which are available upon
request. All information and technical assistance is given without warranty or guarantee and is subject
to change without notice. It is expressly understood and agreed that you assume and hereby expressly
release us from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our
products, technical assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation not contained
herein is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation
to use any product in conflict with any claim of any patent relative to any material or its use. No license
is implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent.
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